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The utility of different values frameworks 

for drug policy analysis



Aims

• Identify the various approaches/frameworks that consider ‘values’

• Offer analysis of applying these values frameworks to drug policy studies

• Map a ‘research agenda’



Rationale

• Values are always already ever-present

▪ morality (“drug use is sinful”), human rights, utilitarianism (“harm reduction is cost-effective”). 

• All policy is a contest of values (climate change, COVID-19: what do we value: 

health (human life) or economic prosperity (achievement/power).

• Silenced and/or unrecognised value conflicts impede AOD policy progress, eg:

▪ drug checking (Ritter, 2020), 

▪ short-acting injectable opioid treatment (Bammer, 1999), 

▪ minimum unit pricing of alcohol  (Poikolainen, 2020)

▪ decriminalisation of drug use (Eastwood, Fox, & Rosmarin, 2016)



Rationale (contin)

• Analyses that engage with values and so-called morality policy issues (eg

Bowen, 2012; Christie et al., 2019; Euchner, et al, 2013; Stevens, 2011; 

Zampini, 2018) have been informative in showing where policy debate 

stagnates. 

• Values are ignored or avoided

▪ We don’t really want to talk about our own moral positions (Zampini, 2018)

▪ The turn to EBP has silenced values; belief that ‘evidence’ is value free 

▪ We fear a return to moralism; unleash ugly debate about value differences 

• So, instead it becomes a contest about “evidence” 

▪ BUT: these policy choices are not resolvable with more evidence; because evidence does not help 

adjudicate between different value priorities. 

• So we need to go there…



2. What do I mean by “values”

• Values, ethics, morality

• Many different definitions, frameworks, theories and approaches

• A pluralist approach offering different tools and analytic approaches (and in 

line with values pluralism)

• Thinking with three main approaches

▪ Normative philosophy

▪ Moral foundations theory (Haidt)

▪ Basic human values (Schwartz)



Normative philosophy

• The ethical justifications for, and ethical legitimacy of policy choices

• Moral reasoning … moral case made for policy X based on normative position

• Different ethical justifications – utilitarianism, paternalism, communitarianism, 

social justice, and rights – each come with a way of reasoning and justifying 

actions or policies. 
Preferred value position Policies preferred  

Utilitarian

- maximising benefits

Polices where the benefits outweigh the harms

Communitarian

- benefits to society as a whole

Polices that benefit community solidarity and social cohesion (collective 

good is greater than individual freedom)

Paternalism 

-that which protects members from their 

own failings

Policies that protect people from the consequences of their own (poor) 

decision-making

Social justice 

– that which reduces inequity

Policies that reduce discrimination and inequity, and empower the 

marginalised



Moral Foundations Theory

• The basis for morality (or ethical living) (Graham et al., 2013). 

• Five ‘foundations’ upon which morality is built: 

▪ care; 

▪ fairness; 

▪ loyalty; 

▪ authority; 

▪ purity (or sanctity). 

• Applied to drug research (eg the moral basis for attitudes towards needle 

syringe programs (Christie et al., 2019); the moral foundations behind the 

political rhetoric of US War on Drugs (Dempsey, 2022), recreational cannabis 

(Wendell & Tatalovich, 2021); Alex Stevens with ref to policy constellations. 



Basic human values

• Guiding principles in one’s life, and for society

• Ten basic human values with universal, cross-cultural relevance (Sagiv & 

Schwartz, 2022; Schwartz, 2012) 

• Universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity, power, achievement, 

hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, and security (Schwartz, 2006). 

• Multiple values can be activated simultaneously, at times complementary to 

each other (such as power and achievement) and at times conflictual (such as 

benevolence and hedonism). 

• Schwartz’s approach applied extensively to look at how to change people’s 

mind (effective advocacy) by ensuring that key messages appeal to underlying 

values (Common Cause)  



2. What do I mean by “drug policy studies”? (n=5)

a) Studying policy positions - (eg decriminalisation, safer supply, OAT, police diversion programs etc). 

These policy studies examine the substantive policy position, advantages and disadvantages etc and 

ask questions like “How strong is the evidence in support of this policy?”

b) Studying policy formation (how polices are chosen) – the dynamic iterative interactions between 

actors, ideas, institutions, and networks of policy advocates which result in policy formation. These 

studies ask questions like “How did this policy proposal become selected?” 

c) Studying the role of evidence, translation and advocacy – including the role that evidence plays in 

policy and policy dialogue, the role of advocacy. This work asks questions like “What role did evidence 

play and how was evidence taken up by policy advocates?”

d) Studying policy implementation – analysis of the differences between the policy as written (‘on the 

books’) and its implementation, including the fidelity, and reach of the policy in its implementation, asking 

questions like “Did the policy operate as intended in practice?”

e) Studying drug policy outcomes – including whether the policy achieved the stated goals and 

objectives, its cost-effectiveness, and its consequences including unintended negative consequences. 

Questions like “Was the policy cost-effective, and did it result in reduced harm?” 



3. Building research agenda (policy research that engages with values)

Drug policy studies “Values” research agenda

a). Studying policy positions Analysis of the values and ethical justifications for drug policies

b). Studying policy formation Analysis of how values figure within policy development processes; how 

values influence the argument, flow of debate

c). Studying role of evidence 

and advocacy 

Analysis of the values inherent in research, in research translation and 

advocacy, values held by researchers

d). Studying policy 

implementation 

Analysis of the ways in which values influence policy implementation (eg

street level bureaucrats)

e). Studying policy outcomes Analysis of the outcomes (eg arrest rate, mortality rate, treatment rate) 

and alignment with societal values



Example 1: ethical premise for a policy position 

• Legalisation of drugs

• The chosen legalisation policy will differ depending on the ethical justification:

1. Utilitarianism: given some drugs are less harmful than others (Nutt et al., 2010), and the 

main non-use harm is the criminal response, a utilitarian analysis would suggest we legalise 

less harmful drugs

Conclusion: legalise mushrooms, LSD, ecstasy, cannabis 

vs

2. Social Justice: we should legalise those drugs used by the more marginalised, 

disempowered. Legalise the drugs that the people who would most benefit from health and 

social rather than criminal justice response consume

Conclusion: legalise heroin & methamphetamine and not cannabis, ecstasy, LSD, mushrooms

• So policy differs based on values rationale (utilitarianism vs social justice)

• And same policy, different ethical rationale… example 2



Example 2: ethical premise for policy positions

• Policy position of “prohibition”. 

• Mostly this is viewed as a deontological stance (“drug use is wrong”), justified by values that 

‘follow rule’ and/or Kantian duty to oneself (morally wrong to use drugs because it undermines 

rationality and autonomy).

• But there are other bases for prohibition’s ethical justification (Smith, 2002; Wright & Harker, 

2016)

▪ Paternalism - protect others: actions in best interests of the person)

▪ Communitarianism - majority values  

• And these can matter : big difference between prohibition premised on ‘drug use is wrong’ and 

one premised on ‘we need these laws because we need to protect people’.

• Speaks directly to importance of studying the debate, (b. how policies are formed).  



Example 3: policy formation and policy debate

• Drug testing of welfare recipients 

• The arguments used in the political debate in support of and against the Bill 

(Curchin, Weight & Ritter, 2021)

• Those in favour of the Bill advanced three moral frames: paternalism, 

contractualism and communitarianism 

• Those against the Bill advance utilitarian and rights-based arguments

• Not speaking to each other: no matter how much empirical data show harms 

outweigh benefits (utilitarianism) the communitarian view sees this as 

irrelevant

• Lessons for advocates here (how to argue against differing normative 

rationales… which leads to c). studying values in research and advocacy 



Political debate – moral frames

Moral frames Those in favour of the Bill Those against the Bill

Paternalism

++

“People with substance abuse issues deserve government 

support and intervention to help them get clean, into work 

and back to a productive life, not just for them but also for 

their family”

Contractualism

+

“if you're being paid by the taxpayer to look for work or do 

a job, they have every right to know what's going on”

Communitarianism

+++

“The community has a right to expect that taxpayer-funded 

welfare payments are not being used to fund drug 

addiction ….We don't want our welfare system subsiding 

drug dealers”. 

Utilitarianism

+++

“There is not a single strand of evidence to support 

this vindictive policy”

Rights

+++ 

“You don't lift people out of poverty by taking away 

their rights”. 



Example 4: Values in research and advocacy

• Research is not value neutral and researchers are not value neutral 

• Our values influence how we see the world, how we interpret the world 

(including data) and how we mount arguments

• The values we hold as researchers and advocates differ from each other and 

from those we seek to inform

• Research on researcher values



Conclusions

• Not enough time to explore all the possibilities

• Consider the different types of policy research

• Pluralist approach to working with “values”

• More work needed on:

▪ Defining ‘values’, ‘ethics’ and ‘morality’

▪ Research and researchers and values

▪ Conducting research on values and policy outcomes (most ignored to date)

• Looking forward to a flourishing research agenda 
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Morality policy?

• ‘morality policy’ = policies that concern matters of moral judgement. 

• defined as those policies that “seek to regulate social norms or which evoke strong moral responses 

from citizens for some other reason” (Mooney & Lee, 1995, p. 600). 

• EG: abortion, the death penalty, same-sex marriage, stem cell research, euthanasia, illicit drugs.

But:

• Not clear that this is a meaningful category for policy studies; the policy processes do not necessarily 

differ; does not offer adjustments to theories of policy process

• The moral content changes over time (ie its about framing as moral problem, rather than inherently about 

morality

• Policy can become (or stop being) ‘morality policy’ when moral arguments (value-based arguments) are 

used to justify a policy stance

• All policy entails matters of moral judgement (about preferences linked to values).

• (Mucciaroni et al, 2011, 2019; Kreitzer et al., 2019; Euchner et al., 2013; Ferraiolo, 2014) 



A “civilised mode”

• Stengers argues that scientists require “active, concrete awareness of the very 

special and demanding character of their knowledge” (p. 150)

• Actors in the debate would be required (in Stengers world) to:

▪ appreciate the interplay of their own values with their knowledge 

▪ acknowledge the specific limits to each form of knowledge & the plurality of knowledge 

▪ welcome new objections & be indebted to those who ask different questions

▪ engage humbly

▪ see debate as ‘relation-making’

▪ It would introduce hesitancy, uncertainty  

• A far cry from how we usually conduct drug policy debates, where ideas from 

opposing camps are dismissed as being ill-considered (or less politely, 

‘stupid’). 


